form'. SAME gives especially innovative and visionary scientists a unique opportunity to share their perspectives with others in a distinguished way.
Ambient media association (AMEA)
The workshop organizers are currently establishing the international Ambient Media Association (AMEA) www.ambientmediaassociation.org, which also contains further information and resources about ambient media. The workshop homepage to be found at: http://namu.cs.tut.fi/acmmm2008/same2008/. Any interesting parties are invited to subscribe to our newsletter or see follow-up activities that we are undertaking.
2 SAME'08 general chairs (1998 -2002 ), Personal Content (2002 -2003 and Mobile Games (2003 Games ( -2007 . Previously he has worked in the University of Tampere (1993-94) , in the Technical Research Center of Finland (1992-93) and as a co-owner in a small enterprise (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) . He is one of the originators of the Multi-User Publishing Environment (MUPE) application platform. His interest is in multi-discipline research for personal content, pervasive computing and mobile services. He is currently working in Nokia ecological research team focusing on ethical consumption and social media.
Kari Laurila graduated from Tampere University of Technology, and joined Nokia Research Center (NRC), Tampere, in 1993. First Kari studied automatic speech recognition (ASR) for 8 years, during which time he also finished his doctoral thesis (2000). Kari's team developed noise robust algorithms for speaker-dependent ASR for mobile phones, and later on they developed a small footprint engine for multi-lingual speakerindependent voice control of mobile devices covering tens of languages simultaneously. These research results were successfully transferred to Nokia product programs. In 2001, Kari moved to NRC Japan, and held a general manager position in a highly interdisciplinary team for 2 years. After Japan, Kari jumped back to his 'early roots' and studied advanced electronic gaming. Kari's research program concentrated on motion tracking input devices; wireless game pads and motion bands being the main outcomes. These devices allowed gamers to use their body movements to control gaming characters. In addition, the team carried out research e.g. on near-to-eye displays based on diffractive optics, which devices will allow immersive gaming experience with a very lightweight form factor. At the moment Kari is working with NRC Media lab, and studies personalization and intelligence in the context of social media services. Kari's research team develops four different Internet services which all have strong mobile elements. Kari is author of over 20 conference papers and holds over 10 granted patents. See research.nokia.com/people/kari_laurila/index.html
